#1 When you're feeling less than fresh there's just one place to go. Don't forget to scrub between each toe!

#2 If you were 'able', you'd add a 'T'...

#3 When we are well-organized we park the truck in here. But otherwise it's full of stuff and not one inch is clear.

#4 The more I dry, the wetter I become...

#5 It seems our clothes just keep returning to this same machine, getting squeaky clean.

#6 I rhyme with coaster and make warm breakfast treats...

#7 Up and down, and up and down you climb these everyday. You've likely seen the clue on these, but passed it anyway.

#8 You use it between your hands and toes, the more it works the thinner it grows...

#9 Don't throw this clue away!

#10 Each of you retires here to get some rest. Of all the rooms within our home, yours is definitely the best...